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Abstract. Photovoltaic (PV) modules in service undergo more or less severe degradation depending on their
operating environments, ages and technologies. In this work, we investigated the coupled influence of the
climatic conditions of operation and of the degree of deterioration of a PV module on its energy production. We
considered four silicon PVmodules characterized in standard test conditions. The PV conversion is modeled by a
single diode model taking into account the presence of a fault. Matlab/Simulink software was used to calculate
the energy supplied at a constant load for the PVmodule with and without defects. The ratio between the energy
produced with fault and without fault allowed to quantify the percentage of loss. This loss was plotted according
to the degrees of degradation of the short-circuit current Isc, the open-circuit voltageVoc, the series resistanceRs

and the shunt resistance Rsh. It is shown that when irradiance is held constant, the energy loss is lower with
increasing temperature for Isc andRsh, and vice versa forVoc andRs. While the temperature is kept constant, the
energy loss is lower when the irradiance increases for Isc and Rsh, and inversely for Voc and Rs. A multicriteria
analysis enabled to determine the most robust module among the four ones.
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1 Introduction

Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy is the most widely used of
the renewable energy sources [1]. It consists in converting
the electromagnetic radiation from the sun into electricity
by means of solar cells that are expected to function in a
variety of different environments [2,3]. The operating of
solar cells depends strongly on internal parameters related
to the device itself and to the technology of elaboration of
the photovoltaic device, and also on external ones linked to
the conditions of usage. The global irradiance, the
temperature and the wind speed are indeed important
factors that govern the behavior and the performance of
solar cells [4]. Additionally, natural aging causes the
emergence of degradations such as corrosion, delamination,
discoloration, cracks and glass breakage, hot spots and PID
(Potential-Induced Degradation) within the PV modules
[2,5], impacting the efficiency and reliability of the PV
systems. For these reasons, it is necessary to adapt the
design of PV modules to delay the occurrence of defects for
as long as possible. In practice, PV module degradations
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can be identified in situ by measuring alterations of their
current�voltage (I�V) curves translated in standard test
conditions (STC) and by matching them with the specific
fault signature of the defects. Furthermore, simulation is
an attractive tool to explore the production behavior of a
PV module [6]. It enables, for example, to indicate the
power reduction regarding the environmental and climatic
conditions of use for a degraded PV module [7]. The choice
of suitable PV technologies is driven by material, economic
and environmental criteria. In this regard, a multicriteria
approach can be implemented for the decision-making
based on the sorting and selection or ranking of the
different options chosen for the PV panels [8�10].

In the present study, the issue of the degree of
degradation of a PV module and its coupling with climatic
parameters is addressed. Our objective is to investigate the
robustness of a PV module before its use in a given
environment, knowing only the specifications of its
datasheet in standard test conditions (STC). A modeling
approach followed by a multicriteria analysis is proposed.
Simulation results for four PV modules are compared for a
set of irradiances and temperatures.

The paper is organized as follows. In the first part, we
recall the degradation modes of silicon PV modules and
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Fig. 1. The various components of a photovoltaic module
subjected to degradation.
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their signatures on the I–V characteristics. The second part
deals with the model used and the method to simulate the
real production of a PV module in the presence of a
degraded parameter associated with a defect. The third
part is intended for the presentation and the discussion of
the obtained results. At last, a general conclusion and some
perspectives are given.

2 Material and method

2.1. Degradation of photovoltaic modules and impact
on the I–V characteristics

The performance of photovoltaic modules under field
conditions can be reduced by several factors such as
temperature, humidity, irradiance, dust and mechanical
shocks. Natural aging induces a gradual deterioration of
the characteristics of a photovoltaic module that eventu-
ally impairs its ability to operate within the acceptability
criteria [5]. The degraded state of the photovoltaic module
can become problematic when the degradation exceeds a
critical threshold. Indeed, photovoltaic module manufac-
turers consider a photovoltaic module to be faulty when its
efficiency reaches a level below 80% of its initial value.

The outdoor exposure of a photovoltaic module can
affect its different parts which are recalled in Figure 1 [11].
Also, these degradations can be encountered for accelerat-
ed tests [12,13]. Six classes of effects on the current-voltage
(I–V) characteristic are defined in the report “Review of
Failures of Photovoltaic Modules” [5] which provides the
main degradation mechanisms associated with effects on
the I–V curve.
–
 Class no. 1: Degradation of the short-circuit current Isc –
The short-circuit current becomes lower than expected,
such as when reducing the incident irradiance, in the case
of a loss of transparency due to browning or yellowing of
the encapsulant [14], corrosion of the glass reducing light
trapping [15] or delamination causing optical decoupling
of the layers [16]. The shape of the I�V characteristic
changes whether the deteriorations are homogeneous or
heterogeneous.
–
 Class no. 2: Degradation of the open-circuit voltage
Voc � The open-circuit voltage is reduced by faulty cell
interconnections [17] and with light-induced degradation
(LID) of crystalline silicon modules or in the presence of
potential-induced degradation (PID).
–
 Class no. 3: Degradation of the series resistance Rs– The
series resistance becomes higher when there is an increase
in the interconnect resistance and in the presence of
corrosion in the junction box [18].
–
 Class no. 4: Degradation of the shunt resistance
Rsh � The I�V curve in the vicinity of the short-circuit
current Isc becomes more inclined, which means that the
shunt resistance is decreased due to heterogeneous
transparency loss [19] or in the presence of
heterogeneous corrosion in the anti-reflection coating
of the PV cells [20].
–
 Class no. 5: Slope change at the vicinity of the maximum
power point Pmax–A deviation of the slope at the point of
maximum power can be caused by several anomalies such
as degradation of the interconnections, corrosion of the
soldering joints and of the junction box [20] or in the
presence of a defective reverse-biased diode.
–
 Class no. 6: Effect of shading � A “staircase” shape is
obtained for the current-voltage curve under partial
shading of the PV module forcing the current to flow
through a shunt diode, lowering at the same time the
generated voltage and the maximum power. Conse-
quently, in an array of PV modules arranged in series/
parallel, the presence of a single shaded module can affect
the overall power output [20].

2.2 Studied system and methodology

The studied system is that of a PV module, with and
without defect, supplying its produced power to a fixed
load of resistance Rm (in V) so as to operate at maximum
power point at STC conditions [21] (Fig. 2):

Rm ¼ V m

Im
ð1Þ

where Vm is the maximum voltage (inV) and Im is the
maximum current (in A) in STC conditions for the non-
defectivePVmodule.BothVm and Imare usually providedby
themanufacturer in thedatasheetof commercialPVmodules.
This system is configured as a standalone application.

2.3 Methodology

The presence of a fault causes a decline in the I–V
characteristic of the PV module. We consider here the
degradations belonging to classes 1 to 4 encountered for
natural aging or after accelerated tests previously de-
scribed in Section 2.1. These alterations have an impact on
the parameters Isc, Voc, Rs and Rsh. Each of these
parameters, designed by X, is degraded by a degree D
which can be expressed in percentage:

D %ð Þ ¼ X

Xref
ð2Þ
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Fig. 2. Configuration of the studied PV system.
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Fig. 3. Curve of the effect of irradiance and temperature on the
energy loss as a function of degradation of an X parameter for a
PV module.
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where Xref corresponds to the value of Isc, Voc, Rs or Rsh
under STC given by the manufacturer of the non-defective
PV module.

The instantaneous power outputP (t) of the PVmodule
(inW) is given by:

P tð Þ ¼ V tð Þ:I tð Þ ð3Þ
where V and I are the voltage (inV) and the current (in A)
respectively, and t represents the time (in s).

By integrating this power over a day, from sunrise to
sunset, the energy supplied to the load during a day Eday
(in J) is obtained:

Eday ¼ ∫
day

0

P tð Þ:dt: ð4Þ

The normalized energy Eloss (in %) is defined as the
ratio between the energy produced by the PVmodule in the
presence of a degree D degradation to that without
degradation for the same input conditions and load Rm:

Eloss ¼ Eday;with degradation of degree D

Eday;without any degradation
: ð5Þ

The value of D giving an energy loss of 20% for a
parameterX, is calledD*. The latter is found by means of a
fitting curve (Fig. 3). Once determined, the values ofD* are
reported in a table for all the parameters X . We have
considered a reduction of 20% which is inspired by that of
the warranty of the manufacturers of PV modules who
guarantee a power higher than 80% of the initial power
after 25 years of use.

To quantify the overall degree impact of the degrada-
tion taking into account the four X parameters for one
given module, the following sum is calculated [8]:

sum ¼
X4
i¼1

aiD
� Xð Þ ð6Þ

where ai is the weight of each parameter X. When
comparing several PVmodules, the calculated sums can be
confronted in order to determine the most robust PV
module introducing the same input conditions.
3 Modeling and simulation

We used the one-diode-equivalent electrical circuit of a
photovoltaic module (Fig. 4). The circuit consists of a
current source, a diode in parallel, a shunt resistance Rsh
which represents the leakage resistance between the two
areas n and p of the junction, and a series resistance Rs
which represents the internal resistance through which the
electric current I flows. We employed the five-parameter
model established by Villalva et al. which puts to use an
iterative Newton�Raphson algorithm to calculate the
values of the series and shunt resistances by adjusting the
I�V curve to fit the experimental maximum power
provided in the datasheet of the PV module [22]. The
interest in using this model lies in its numerical accuracy,
especially for high irradiances, and in its ease of handling
[22�25]. Its global accuracy was estimated at±2.24%
taking two cases of silicon PV modules [23].

In this approach, the current I and voltageV for a
photovoltaic module that contains Ns cells in series are
related by [22]:

I ¼ Ipv � I0 exp
V þRs:I

V t:a

�
� 1

� �
� V þRs:I

Rsh

�
ð7Þ



Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit of a photovoltaic module.
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in which Vt is the thermal voltage:

V t ¼ Ns:k:T

q
ð8Þ

where q=1.60217646� 10�19 C is the electron charge
(1.6� 10�19 C), k=1.38� 10�23 J.K�1 is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the junction temperature (in K), and Ns is
the number of cells connected in series; Ipv is the current
generated by the incident light directly proportional to the
solar irradiance G [26,27]:

Ipv ¼ Ipv;n þKIDT
� � G

Gn
ð9Þ

where Ipv,n is the current generated by the incident light
under an irradiance Gn=1000W.m�2, KI is the current
temperature coefficient (in A.K�1), T=T�Tn is the
temperature difference withTn=25 °C; I0 is the saturation
current [26,27]:

I0 ¼ Isc;n þKIDT

exp
V oc;nþKV Tð Þ

a:V t
� 1

ð10Þ

where Isc,n and Voc,n are the values of the short-circuit
current (in A) and the open-circuit voltage (in V) under
STC conditions, KV is the voltage temperature coefficient
(in V .K �1), and a is the ideality factor. It can be noted
that Ipv and I0 are temperature dependent [22,26,27].

Calculations were performed using a tool named
SOPHEE (standing for Solar PV Energy Estimation)
realized with the Matlab language and involving a “Matlab
GUI” interface [28]. The interface is displayed in Figure 5.
The values provided in the datasheet of one PVmodule are
entered in the interface with the value of the load and also
the ones of the climatic parameters over a day (file with
irradiance and temperature profiles). Equations (7)�(10)
are solved accordingly using blocks interconnected by
mathematical operators in the Simulink platform. The
degraded input values can be introduced as well. The tool
enables to display the evolution of the power calculated
according to equation (3), the mean power and the energy
supplied to the load by integrating the power following
equation (4) with fitting curves. For our study, the
calculated energies were then recorded on another file so as
to calculate the energy loss according to equation (5). The
SOPHEE tool can also be applied to simulate the
degradation of the performance of a PV module according
to the years of operating, introducing aging laws into the
interface (see Fig. 5).

We considered for the simulations and comparisons
three polycrystalline silicon modules (of types KC200GT,
MSX60 and PW1560) and one monocrystalline silicon (of
type Q6LM) having well-detailed datasheets and for which
the single diode model had been validated in previous
studies. A good agreement between the single diode model
results and the curves under STCwas shown for irradiances
between 400W.m−2 and 1000W.m−2 and cell temperatures
between 25°C and 75 °C for these four PVmodules [22]. The
SOPHEE tool provided us with similar results for the initial
cases (non-defective PV modules). The technical param-
eters necessary for the simulation of the four PV modules
displayed in Table 1 were extracted from their datasheets.
The values of the degradation levels D indicated in Table 2
for the four X parameters were entered. A 16-hour day is
assumed for the calculations of the generated energies. For
the input data, two sets of values were defined. First, the
irradiance G was varied from 100 to 1000W.m�2 with a
step of 200W.m�2 while considering a module temperature
T=25 °C. Second, the cell temperatures T were successive-
ly of 0 °C, 10 °C, 25 °C, 45 °C and 80 °C considering an
irradiance at 1000W.m�2.
4 Results and discussion

The effect of the degradation of Isc, Voc, Rs and Rsh
associated with the degradation modes of classes 1 to 4 are
described here with regard to irradiance and temperature.
Then, a multicriteria analysis is conducted and perspec-
tives are given.
4.1 Effect of irradiance

Figure 6 displays for the four considered PV modules the
normalized energy loss Eloss as a function of the degree of
degradationD for Isc,Voc,Rs andRsh in the case of the five
irradiance values with a cell temperature at 25 °C.



Table 1. Technical parameters of the four photovoltaic modules in STC.

KG200GT Q6LM.m MSX60 PW1650

Current at Pmax (Im) (A) 7.61 7.11 3.5 4.8
Voltage at Pmax (Vm) (V) 26.3 0.5113 17.1 34.4
Short-circuit current Isc (A) 8.21 7.6 3.8 5.1
Open-circuit voltage Voc (V) 32.9 0.6118 21.1 43.2
No-load voltage/temperature
coefficient KV (V/K)

�0.1230 �0.0037 �80 10�3 �0.158

Short circuit current/
temperature coefficient
KI (A/K)

0.0032 0.0005 0.003 0.00146

Number of cells connected
in series Ns

54 1 36 72

Ideality factor a 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.0
Shunt resistance Rsh (V) 415.405 5.0001 304.833 2013.58
Series resistance Rs (V) 0.221 0.0012 0.2 0.72
Surface 1425mm � 990 mm 156mm� 156 mm 1105 mm� 502 mm 1237mm

� 1044 mm
Load Rm (V) 3.45 0.071 4.885 7.166

Table 2. Range of variations for the degrees of degradation.

Range of variation for D

Parameter X Values Relative
percentages

Weight ai

KG200GT Q6LM.m MSX60 PW1650
Isc [0 ; 8.21] [0 ; 7.16] [0 ; 3.8] [0 ; 5.1] [0 ; 100%] 1
Voc [0 ; 32.9] [0 ; 0.6118] [0 ; 21.1] [0 ; 43.2] [0 ; 100%] 1
Rs [0.221 ; 2.43] [0.0012 ; 0,12] [0.2 ; 20.2] [0.72 ; 72.72] [100% ; 1000%] 0.1
Rsh [0 ; 415.405] [0.5 ; 5.0001] [30.48 ; 304.83] [201.36 ; 2013.581] [0 ; 100%] 1
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–
 Class no. 1: Degradation of the short-circuit current Isc –
It can be observed that, in the presence of degradation of
Isc, the energy loss in percentage is reduced when the
irradiance augments. The difference in the energy loss is
significant between 20 and 50% of degradation of Isc.
The discrepancy in the energy loss attains 20% between
an irradiance of 100W.m�2 and 1000W.m�2. This
difference is inferior to 5% when the degradation of Isc
exceeds 80%.
–
 Class n ° 2. Degradation of the open-circuit voltage Voc
� A degradation threshold can be viewed for the energy
loss which appears at higher degradation levels when
the irradiance decreases. The threshold is at 50%
degradation of the initial Voc for an irradiance of
100W.m�2, whereas for 800 and 1000W.m�2, the
degradation of Voc increasingly affects the energy loss.
There is a total energy loss when the degradation of Voc
is beyond 90%.
–
 Class n ° 3: Degradation of the series resistance Rs– The
energy loss becomes higher whenRs is more degraded and
when the irradiance augments. Contrary to the first two
cases, for Isc and Voc, where close behaviors between the
four PVmodules were found, it is interesting to note that
the energy of the PV modules is differently affected by
the relative degradation of Rs. When multiplied by ten
and considering an irradiance of 1000W.m�2, the
relative energy loss is of 18% for the Q6LM.m
PV module 68% for KC200GT and 70% for both
PW1650 and MSX60. This means that the level of
corrosion can have a different impact on the produced
energy depending on the PV module.
–
 Class n ° 4:Degradation of the shunt resistance Rsh � The
change in Rsh has a limited effect on the energy. It is
necessary to reach 80% of the degradation ofRsh to have a
notable influence on the energy produced. The energy loss
remains inferior to15% foradegradationofRshabove80%.



Fig. 5. The “Matlab GUI” interface called SOPHEE [28].

Fig. 6. Effect of irradiance on the energy loss as a function of the degradation of parameters Isc,Voc,Rs andRsh atT=25 °C (a) short-
circuit current, (b) open-circuit voltage, (c) series resistance, and (d) shunt resistance for the four PV modules.
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Fig. 7. Effect of temperature on the energy loss as a function of degradation of parameters Isc, Voc, Rs and Rsh at G=1000W.m−2

(a) short-circuit current, (b) open-circuit voltage, (c) series resistance, and (d) shunt resistance for the four PV modules.
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4.2 Effect of temperature

Figure 7 depicts the results found with a constant
irradiance of 1000W.m�2 for the different values of the
module temperature ranging from 0 to 80 °C.
–
 Class no. 1: Degradation of the short-circuit current Isc –
The energy loss is higher in percentage as the module
temperature diminishes. The variation in the percentage
of energy loss is more pronounced for a degradation of Isc
between 20 and 80%, but the differences between the
curves are not the same from one module to another. The
variations in relative energy loss between amodule with a
temperature of 0 and 80 °C can be as high as 40% for the
Q6LM.mPVmodule, 30% for the KC200GT, 25% for the
PW1650 and 13% for the MSX60.
–
 Class no. 2. Degradation of the open-circuit voltage Voc�
The higher the temperature of the photovoltaic modules,
all themore substantial is the energy loss. The energy loss
curves are within a 5% difference for the MSX60 PV
module, whereas the differences are more marked in the
other three cases, particularly for the Q6LM.m PV
module. An energy loss plateau of 100% is reached at 90%
degradation ofVoc for theMSX60, 60% for the KC200GT
and PW1650 PV modules, and 50% for the Q6LM.m PV
module.
–
 Class no. 3: Degradation of the series resistance Rs– The
energy loss in percentage increases with the temperature
according to the degradation of the series resistance Rs,
but in a different manner for the four PV modules. The
evolutions are close to each other except for the PV
module MSX60. The degradation of the PV modules
KC200GT and PW1650 is increased from 0 to 55% and
68% respectively. Different behaviors can be noticed for
the PV modules of types Q6LM.m and MSX60 having
lower surfaces. Concerning the Q6LM.m PV module,
upon applying five times the initial series resistance,
there is no impact on the energy. There is a step with
saturation at 15% beyond 500% Rs degradation. For the
MSX60 PV module, the energy loss is more important
with the degradation and the loss is higher for more
elevated temperatures. The energy loss is of 70% for an
increase of ten times in the series resistance.
–
 Class no. 4: Degradation of the shunt resistance Rsh �
There is no energy loss below 80% degradation of Rsh.
Above 80%, when the temperature is lower, the energy



Table 3. Values of D* for the four PV modules varying the irradiance at a cell temperature of 25 °C.

Module KC200GT

G (W.m�2) Isc/Isc,ref Voc/Voc,ref Rs/Rs,ref Rsh/Rsh,ref Sum
100 10% 66% 1000% 100% 276%
300 10% 52% 1000% 100% 262%
500 10% 36% 1000% 100% 246%
800 10% 14% 350% 100% 159%
1000 22% 10% 260% 100% 158%
Sum for all the irradiances 1101%

Module PW1650

G (W.m�2) Isc/Isc,ref Voc/Voc,ref Rs/Rs,ref Rsh/Rsh,ref Sum
100 15% 63% 1000% 100% 278%
300 15% 48% 1000% 100% 263%
500 15% 38% 850% 100% 238%
800 17% 19% 220% 100% 158%
1000 22% 17% 180% 100% 157%
Sum for all the irradiances 1094%

Module MSX60

G (W.m�2) Isc/Isc,ref Voc/Voc,ref Rs/Rs,ref Rsh/Rsh,ref Sum
100 15% 63% 1000% 100% 232%
300 15% 48% 1000% 100% 234%
500 15% 38% 1000% 100% 253%
800 17% 19% 400% 100% 205%
1000 22% 17% 180% 100% 203%
Sum for all the irradiances 1127%

Module Q6LM.m

G (W.m�2) Isc/Isc,ref Voc/Voc,ref Rs/Rs,ref Rsh/Rsh,ref Sum
100 10% 68% 1000% 100% 278%
300 10% 52% 1000% 100% 262%
500 10% 34% 1000% 100% 244%
800 14% 12% 800% 100% 206%
1000 22% 10% 1000% 100% 232%
Sum for all the irradiances 1222%
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loss is raised. With a temperature of 0 °C, the energy loss
reaches 2% and 8% for the PW1650 and KC200GT PV
modules which have higher surfaces, and 12% and 15%
for the Q6LM.m and MSX60 PV modules with lower
surfaces.

4.3. Multicriteria analysis

Tables 3 and 4 give the sums calculated with relation (6)
accounting for all the four X degraded parameters with the
considered irradiance and temperature values. TheQ6LM.m
module with the highest sum appears to be the most robust
one for both the parametric simulations. For the irradiance
variation at a cell temperature T=25 °C, the global sum for
the Q6LM.m PV module is 1222% against values around
1100% for the three otherPVmodules.The difference ismore
pronounced for the temperature variations at an irradiance of
1000W.m�2. The Q6LM.m PV module has a global sum of
1180% against values around 775% for the three other PV
modules.Given these results, theQ6LM.mPVmodulewould
be more interesting to use as it seems less sensitive to the
degradations and also to both the irradiance and the
temperature. However, its surface and power are of 156mm
� 156mmand3.64WmakingthisPVpanel solely interesting
for low-power autonomous applications. On the other
hand, the other three PV modules (KC200GT, PW1650,
MSX60) have lower global sums, but nevertheless, deliver
more elevated maximum power due to their larger



Table 4. Values of D* for the four PV modules varying the cell temperature at an irradiance of G = 1000W.m−2.

Module KC200GT

T (°C) Isc/Isc,ref Voc/Voc,ref Rs/Rs,ref Rsh/Rsh,ref Sum
0 16% 16% 240% 100% 152%
10 20% 12% 240% 100% 156%
25 22% 12% 240% 100% 156%
45 26% 12% 220% 100% 160%
80 34% 8% 220% 100% 164%
Sum for all the temperatures 788%

Module PW1650

T (°C) Isc/Isc,ref Voc/Voc,ref Rs/Rs,ref Rsh/Rsh,ref Sum
0 24% 14% 400% 100% 178%
10 20% 12% 200% 100% 152%
25 22% 10% 180% 100% 150%
45 28% 10% 170% 100% 155%
80 34% 8% 160% 100% 158%
Sum for all the temperatures 793%

Module MSX60

T (°C) Isc/Isc,ref Voc/Voc,ref Rs/Rs,ref Rsh/Rsh,ref Sum
0 14% 15% 400% 100% 149%
10 14% 15% 200% 100% 149%
25 16% 15% 180% 100% 149%
45 12% 14% 170% 100% 143%
80 20% 13% 160% 100% 149%
Sum for all the temperatures 759%

Module Q6LM.m

T (°C) Isc/Isc,ref Voc/Voc,ref Rs/Rs,ref Rsh/Rsh,ref Sum
0 16% 14% 1000% 100% 230%
10 20% 12% 1000% 100% 232%
25 24% 10% 1000% 100% 234%
45 30% 8% 1000% 100% 238%
80 40% 6% 1000% 100% 246%
Sum for all the temperatures 1180%
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surfaces. Thus, to optimize the robustness during the
design phase of the PV modules, it would be interesting to
use an inverse approach for sizing them consisting in
increasing the global sum, and broadening if possible their
surfaces, for the given climatic conditions of the place of
utilization.

Also, it should be noticed that the level of degrada-
tion D* varies in the same manner according to the
irradiance and the temperature. It decreases for the
short-circuit current Isc and the resistance series Rs as
the irradiance becomes more elevated and has an
opposite behavior for the open-circuit voltage Voc. The
level of degradation D* is never reached for the shunt
resistance Rsh. Regarding the temperature, the behaviors
are alike for the four PV modules: augmentation for the
short-circuit current Isc when the temperature becomes
higher and the contrary for the open-circuit voltage Voc
and the series resistance Rs. The same remark can be
made for the shunt resistance Rsh.

4.4. Perspectives

This study opens up the following perspectives. We used
constant values for the irradiance and the temperature to
show the effectiveness of the method, but the consideration
of recorded climatic data to simulate real operating
conditions is the next step as well as envisaging different
PV systems at different scales. Here a standalone
application with a constant load was targeted, but the
methodology could be applied to a grid-connected system
with maximum power point tracking.
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The physical degradations impacting the I–V curves
were specified in Section 2.1. This first investigation aimed
at defining a methodology to quantify the impact of one
level of degradation on the energy output of a PV module.
Based on this approach, it will be possible to conduct
specific studies involving one degradation mode (cracking,
corrosion, soiling…), its structural properties, its level of
degradation D and the associated lowering of the energy
production, the reference case being the one without
degradation.

We only took into consideration the degradation of
effects belonging to classes 1 to 4. The effect of classes 5 and
6 could also be envisaged. To study them, it is not obvious
to carry out parametric studies, and it will be necessary to
rely on detailed case studies.

The modules were chosen according to the literature
having well-detailed datasheets compared to other mod-
ules. The proposed method could be applied to higher-
power modules, now being released. Finally, the sensibility
of the simulation can certainly be improved for high
irradiances by using a two-diode model taking into account
with more exactness the resistive losses and the recombi-
nations.

5 Conclusion

It is necessary to orient the choice of technical character-
istics and technology of the PV modules in order to
maintain a satisfactory level of performance throughout
the life of the PV system despite the appearance of defects
related to natural aging. A method to quantify the
robustness of a PV module knowing the specifications of
its manufacturer under standard test conditions (STC)
was proposed. Four types of silicon PV modules were
studied. The percentage of energy loss was plotted
according to the degree of deterioration of the short-
circuit current, the open-circuit voltage, the series
resistance and the shunt resistance, given that they are
individually associated with specific degradation modes.
The level of the degradation giving 20% of loss regarding
the initial energy produced was determined for each of the
four parameters for a set of irradiances and a set of
temperatures. The Q6LM.m PV module, having both a
smaller surface and power, appeared to be the most robust
one. It would indeed be interesting to use it for low-power
applications. PV modules with larger surfaces and powers
showed more sensitivity to degradation. By using the
present approach, it would be worth raising the sum of the
multicriteria analysis so as to optimize the choice of the
materials and the sizes of PVmodules prior to operating in
a defined environment.

Different perspectives were provided. In the future, this
approach can be implemented with weather data from
different climates and with well-targeted degradation
modes for an environment in order to determine the most
suitable PVmodule for a given operating location.We have
chosen here to decouple all the degradation effects in this
first study, but a coupling of degradation effects could as
well be something worth considering.
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